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Abstract

The method developed for the calculation of the flux and composition of the West Area Neutrino Beam used by

NOMAD in its search for neutrino oscillations is described. The calculation is based on particle production rates

computed using a recent version of FLUKA and modified to take into account the cross-sections measured by the SPY

and NA20 experiments. These particles are propagated through the beam line taking into account the material and

magnetic fields they traverse. The neutrinos produced through their decays are tracked to the NOMAD detector. The

fluxes of the four neutrino flavours at NOMAD are predicted with an uncertainty of about 8% for nm and ne; 10% for

%nm; and 12% for %ne: The energy-dependent uncertainty achieved on the ne=nm prediction needed for a nm-ne oscillation
search ranges from 4% to 7%, whereas the overall normalization uncertainty on this ratio is 4.2%.

r 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 14.60.Lm; 29.27.�a; 14.60.Pq

Keywords: Neutrino fluxes; Neutrino beam
1. Introduction

The NOMAD experiment [1,2] is searching for
nm-nt and nm-ne oscillations in a predominantly
nm beam at CERN. Oscillations between nm and ne
would be evidenced by a distortion of the energy
distribution of the intrinsic ne component of the
beam. The nm-nt search requires the under-
standing of the major component, nm; of the beam
in order to interpret any potential oscillation
signal, and of the minor components of the beam
in order to calculate reliably various backgrounds.
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Thus it is imperative to understand the composi-
tion of the beam. In addition, to search for nm-ne
oscillations, a prediction of a ne=nm ratio and the
understanding of its systematic uncertainty is
crucial.
The beam was produced through the decay of

mesons originating in the interaction of protons
with a beryllium target. This paper describes one
of the two methods used to predict the neutrino
flux at NOMAD and the performance of the
beam. One of the most critical ingredients in the
simulation program used to describe the beam is
the set of particle production cross-sections
assumed in the initial p–Be interaction. Given the
paucity of data on these cross-sections, a dedicated
experiment [3], referred to as SPY, in which some
members of the NOMAD collaboration partici-
pated, was performed at the CERN 450 GeV
proton synchrotron (SPS). It measured charged
particle yields in the relevant energy and angular
regions.
Two distinct methods were then used to predict

secondary particle production as input to the
simulation. The first used particle yields from a
recent version of FLUKA [4] suitably corrected to
take into account the SPY results, and is described
in this paper. The second, referred to as the
Empirical Parameterization (EP) method, was
used to predict the ne flux. It used the NOMAD
nm; %nm and %ne flux data to estimate the mþ; Kþ and
K0

L production rates at the target and thus predict
the ne rate. It also used the SPY data to constrain
the low energy Kþ rates as well as a measurement
by Skubic et al. [5] to constrain the K0

L contribu-
tion. The EP method will be described in a
forthcoming publication.
This publication is structured as follows. Section

2 describes the neutrino beam hardware, Section 3
its monitoring and alignment, Section 4 the
particle production measurements used, Section 5
the simulation, Section 6 the beam composition,
and Section 7 the systematic uncertainties.
Section 8 briefly describes the NOMAD apparatus
and running conditions, Section 9 compares the
results of our simulations with the data colle-
cted in NOMAD, Section 10 presents the final
ne=nm predictions, and Section 11 draws some
conclusions.
2. Beam description

The neutrino beam is produced by extracting
part of the 450 GeV proton beam circulating in the
SPS and letting it interact with a beryllium target.
Positively charged particles (mainly pþ and Kþ

mesons) produced around zero degrees with
respect to the primary proton beam are focused
into a near parallel beam by a system of magnetic
lenses and subsequently decay producing neutri-
nos. A large iron and earth shield placed at the end
of the decay volume filters out particles other than
neutrinos and is followed by the detectors,
CHORUS [6] and NOMAD.
The general layout of the beam line, referred to

as the West Area Neutrino Facility (WANF), is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The beam line operated for
more than 20 years and was re-optimized [7] in
1992 and 1993 for the NOMAD and CHORUS
experiments.

2.1. The proton beam

During the lifetime of the CHORUS and
NOMAD experiments the SPS accelerated up to
4:3� 1013 protons per 14:4 s cycle. The protons
used to produce neutrinos were ejected from the
SPS through resonant extraction in two spills, one
towards the end of the accelerating ramp at
445 GeV and the second, 2:7 s later, at the end
of the 450 GeV flat top. Each of these two spills
had a full width at half maximum of 3 ms and
contained about 1:8� 1013 protons. The length of
the spill was dictated by the requirement to keep
the detector live time above 90% while remaining
compatible with the maximum possible duration
of the current pulses in the focusing magnets
(Section 2.4).

2.2. The target

The target consisted of 11 beryllium rods
separated by 90 mm; each 3 mm in diameter and
100 mm long. The rods were supported by
beryllium disks and enclosed in an aluminium
target box. Gaseous helium under pressure was
directed at each rod for cooling purposes. The
entrance and exit windows of the box consisted of
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the WANF beam line (not drawn to scale).
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60 mm diameter titanium foils each 0:1 mm thick.
Each of the two extremities of the box could be
displaced laterally by 712 mm for alignment
purposes. The target box was surrounded by iron
and marble shielding slabs and along the beam
direction by collimators.
The target amounted to 2.7 nuclear interaction

lengths resulting in only 6.7% of the protons not
undergoing inelastic interactions in it. Since the
SPS is installed in an underground tunnel and the
detectors were located on the surface, the primary
proton beam pointed upwards at an angle of
42 mrad and the target box was located in an
underground area at a depth of 35 m:

2.3. The collimators

The target was immediately followed by a
copper collimator 1:20 m long with an 85 mm
cylindrical bore, followed by an aluminium colli-
mator, 2:75 m long starting 3:55 m from the centre
of the target. The aluminium collimator defined
an average angular acceptance of 10 mrad for
secondaries produced at the target. Both collima-
tors were water cooled.

2.4. The magnetic horn and reflector

Two toroidal magnetic lenses, referred to as the
horn and the reflector, focused charged particles of
a given sign (positive for a predominantly nm
beam) produced at the target into a near parallel
beam while defocusing the particles of the opposite
charge. The principle of the focusing is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The reflector provided additional
focusing for high momentum particles and com-
pensated for overfocusing of low momentum
particles by the horn. The magnetic field was
provided by current sheets flowing in the inner and
outer conductors of the lenses. The field was
measured to be azimuthally symmetric to better
than 1.5%. Its value at a radial position r from the
beam axis and for a current I is given by

B ¼ m
3
I=2pr: ð1Þ

The current (100 kA for the horn and 120 kA for
the reflector) was provided by the discharge of
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Fig. 2. Principle of the focusing. The lines are representative trajectories of particles of three different momenta.
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capacitor banks and lasted 6:8 ms: The thickness
of the inner conductors was minimized to reduce
secondary interactions while maintaining adequate
strength to withstand the magnetic forces. Both
elements were made of aluminium alloys of
various tensile strengths.
The inner conductor of the 6:56 m long horn

was approximately parabolical in shape. At its
upstream end it had a diameter of 140 mm and a
thickness of 1:7 mm while at the downstream end
its diameter decreased to 8 mm and its thickness
was therefore increased to 6:8 mm in order to
withstand the mechanical stress caused by strong
magnetic fields. The outer conductor consisted of a
420 mm diameter cylinder of 12 mm thickness.
The conductors were built in sections joined
together by flanges. The centring of the inner
conductor was achieved with steel cables joining
the inner and outer conductors through insulating
spacers.
The 6:54 m long reflector had an inner

conductor diameter of 416 mm decreasing to
196 mm; and an outer conductor of 776 mm
diameter. The inner conductors of both ele-
ments were cooled by spraying water onto them
from nozzles located at the top of the outer
conductor.
The positions of the horn and of the reflector,

18.9 and 90:4 m from the centre of the target, were
chosen to provide a high energy neutrino spectrum
best suited to the detection of nt charged current
(CC) interactions. An iron collimator placed
between the horn and the reflector absorbed
particles of the wrong charge swept away by
the horn before their decay thus reducing the
contamination of antineutrinos in the neutrino
beam.
The polarity of these magnetic elements could
be changed within minutes in order to produce an
antineutrino beam.

2.5. The helium bags

Two helium bags were installed to reduce
multiple scattering and secondary interactions
along the beam: one, 63 m long, between the horn
and the reflector and the other, 18 m long, between
the reflector and the decay tunnel. Each bag was
closed by 0:3 mm thick titanium windows. Repla-
cing the air by these helium bags resulted in a 7%
increase in the neutrino flux.

2.6. Ionization chambers

Two cylindrical ionization chambers, 840 and
60 mm in diameter, were added to the beam line
before the 1996 and 1998 runs, respectively. Their
purpose was to measure the flux and profiles of
secondary particles and of protons that did not
interact in the target. The chambers were placed
between the second helium bag and the entrance to
the decay tunnel.

2.7. The decay tunnel

A 289:9 m long tunnel was provided to allow a
significant fraction of the pþ and Kþ to decay.
This decay tunnel was evacuated to a pressure of
10 Torr: It consisted of a 31:6 m long section of
2:2 m diameter followed by a 258:3 m long section
of 1:2 m diameter. The entrance window to the
tunnel was made of 2 mm thick titanium.
The decay tunnel contained hardware that had

only been used in earlier experiments to position
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an absorber in the tunnel in order to enhance the
fraction of prompt neutrinos in the beam by
reducing the number of neutrinos originating from
long lived particles that decayed in the tunnel. This
hardware was located near the outer radius of the
decay tunnel, at its downstream end, and was not
used during the CHORUS and NOMAD runs.

2.8. The hadron and muon filter

The very large flux of hadrons and muons
emerging at the end of the decay tunnel had to be
absorbed before the detectors. This was accom-
plished by a shield consisting of two iron filters,
one 185 m long and the other 39:5 m long,
separated by 44:0 m of earth and followed by an
additional 100:3 m of earth. A 10 m long magne-
tized iron toroid with the field of 1 T was
embedded in the front iron filter. It had a 2 m
inner diameter and a 6 m outer diameter and its
purpose was to deflect muons away from the beam
direction.
3. Monitoring and alignment

The monitoring of the neutrino beam involved
the measure of the proton intensity on target, the
centring of the beam relative to the target, the
width of the beam pulse and its timing relative to
the horn current pulse. All the elements of the
neutrino beam line were aligned with respect to the
incident proton beam before the start of data
taking in the CHORUS and NOMAD experi-
ments.

3.1. Monitoring of the incident proton beam

The proton flux was measured with two beam
current transformers, one located immediately
after the extraction from the SPS and the other
before the target. A secondary emission monitor
(SEM) placed just upstream of the target also
yielded a measure of the proton intensity.
The alignment of the beam with respect to the

target was checked by measuring the ratio of pulse
heights in two SEM’s, one downstream of the
target and one upstream [8]. This ratio, referred to
as the multiplicity, decreased if the beam was not
centred because of fewer secondary particles being
produced and reaching the downstream SEM. The
centring and width of the beam on target was also
checked periodically with a horizontal and a
vertical beam scanner each consisting of a wire
moved in steps across the beam just in front of the
target from �4 to þ4 mm: The measured profiles
(Fig. 3) were used as input to the simulation
program. Their typical full width at half maximum
was 1:7 mm in X and 1:0 mm in Y : The beam was
well contained within the 3 mm diameter target
and only 5.2% of the protons missed it.
Further checks were provided by secondary

emission monitors consisting of foils split in two
halves either in the vertical or in the horizontal
direction and placed just beyond the target.
Equality of the secondary particle flux in the left,
right halves and in the up, down halves ensured
centring of the beam.
A visual oscilloscope display provided a mon-

itoring of the width of the beam spill and of its
correct timing relative to the horn and reflector
pulses. Furthermore, a narrowing of the beam
pulse resulted in an increased experimental dead
time and generated an alarm.

3.2. Monitoring of the muon flux

An overall measure of the stability of the
neutrino flux intensity and direction as well as of
the performance of the horn and reflector was
provided by studying the accompanying muon
flux. The muon flux was monitored by three planes
(V1, V2 and V3) of solid state diodes (SSD)
positioned within the first iron filter in pits located
after 10.4, 30.8 and 50:8 m of iron [9]. Planes V1,
V2 and V3 consisted, respectively, of 19, 14 and 10
SSD’s fixed in positions such as to sample the
radial and azimuthal distributions of the muon
flux. In each plane a movable calibration box
containing five additional counters provided an
inter-counter calibration. A reference box could be
moved from pit to pit for inter-plane calibration.
The charge deposited in each SSD was recorded
for each spill, thus providing an on-line measure of
the stability of the muon, and therefore of the
neutrino, flux as well as of its direction.
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Fig. 3. Measured profiles of the incident proton beam, for both spills, averaged over all years of data taking. The dashed vertical lines

indicate the edges of the target.
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3.3. Alignment

The goal of the alignment exercise [10] was to
maximize the neutrino flux and centre it as well as
possible using as control the various beam
monitors available in the beam line and at the
experiments.
First the target was moved transversely to the

beam in the vertical and horizontal directions,
while keeping its length parallel to the beam. The
optimal position was defined as the one yielding
the largest multiplicity as defined in Section 3.1.
Movements of 2:8 mm horizontally and 0:3 mm
vertically were necessary. The tilt of the target
relative to the beam was also checked but was
found to be correct.
The position of the horn relative to the beam

and target was then optimized by searching for the
maximum value and best centring of the muon flux
in the three pits. This was obtained for a relative
displacement of 4.5 and 5:0 mm in the horizontal
and vertical direction, respectively, resulting in a
3% increase of the muon flux and in a better
centring of its spatial distribution by a few
centimeters.
This optimization was also checked by analyz-

ing neutrino events in CHORUS and NOMAD.
Shifts in the spatial distributions of events of about
10 cm were observed after optimization, resulting
in the event distributions being in better agreement
with those of events simulated with an ideal
alignment. An 8% increase in the event rate also
resulted from this optimization [10].
4. Particle production measurements

One of the most important ingredients in the
calculation of the neutrino flux and energy spectra
presented in this paper were the results of two
measurements of the production rates of charged
particles in p–Be interactions. These measurements
were performed by the NA20 and the NA56/SPY
collaborations and covered complementary ranges
of secondary particle momenta, from 60 to
300 GeV=c and from 7 to 135 GeV=c; respectively.
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4.1. The NA20 experiment

The NA20 particle production experiment [11]
was performed in the North Area of the CERN
SPS using a 400 GeV=c proton beam incident on a
variety of beryllium targets. The relevant one for
this analysis was a plate 100 mm thick, 160 mm
wide and 2 mm high. Bending magnets and
collimators downstream of the target selected
secondary particles produced with the appropriate
production angle, momentum and charge. Differ-
ential Cherenkov counters (CEDARS) identified
p; K and protons. Production rates of charged
secondary particles produced with momentum of
60, 120, 200 and 300 GeV=c were measured for
two values of their transverse momentum, 0.0 and
0:5 GeV=c: At 120 GeV=c the rates were also
measured for a transverse momentum of
0:3 GeV=c: The detailed results on the particle
production rates, on the K=p ratios and on the
statistical and systematic uncertainties of these
measurements are given in Ref. [11], where they
are expressed as ‘‘yields’’. The yield Y is
d2n=ðdO dp=pÞpp d2s=ðdp dOÞ; where n is the
number of observed particles per incident proton.
At high energy, Y is proportional to p2 times the
Lorentz-invariant cross-section Ed3s=d3pE
ð1=pÞ d2s=ðdp dOÞ: In using the NA20 measure-
ments, taken at 400 GeV=c incident momentum,
for particle production predictions at 450 GeV=c;
we assume the Feynman scaling hypothesis, i.e.,
that the Lorentz-invariant cross-section (expressed
in terms of pT and the Feynman variable xF) is the
same at these two beam momenta pincident: Then
the prediction can be made at secondary particle
momenta having the same xF ¼ pL=pincident at
450 GeV=c as that at 400 GeV=c; if the yields are
scaled up by ð450=400Þ2:

4.2. The NA56/SPY experiment

The NA56/SPY particle production experiment
[3] was similar to NA20 and was again performed
in the North Area of the CERN SPS but using a
450 GeV=c proton beam. It also used a variety of
beryllium targets but the relevant one for this
analysis was identical to the one described for
NA20, namely a plate 100 mm thick, 160 mm wide
and 2 mm high. Bending magnets and collimators
downstream of the target selected particles of the
appropriate production angle, momentum and
charge. Time-of-flight counters, and threshold
and differential Cherenkov counters identified p;
K and protons. A calorimeter separated electrons
and muons from hadrons. Data were collected at
0� production angle at 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 67.5,
and 135 GeV=c secondary particle momentum. In
addition several production angles, ranging in
transverse momentum from 0.0 to 0:6 GeV=c; were
measured at 15 and 40 GeV=c: The detailed results
on the particle production rates, on the K=p ratios
and on the statistical and systematic uncertainties
of these measurements are given in Ref. [3].
5. Beam simulation

A full Monte Carlo simulation of the WANF
beam line has been performed. It used the
measured profiles and the calculated divergences
of the proton beam incident on the beryllium
target as input and was implemented in two main
steps.
First, the yields of the secondary particles from

p–Be interactions were calculated using FLUKA.
FLUKA is a general purpose Monte Carlo
package which contains, in particular, a detailed
description of hadron-nucleon and hadron-nucleus
interactions [12]. It is based on the Dual Parton
Model [13] complemented by the simulation of
nuclear reinteractions (see Ref. [12] and references
therein). It has been successfully tested over a
variety of experimental data [12]. A recent version
of FLUKA [4], referred to as FLUKA 2000, was
used (Section 5.1). The FLUKA 2000 yields were
corrected to take into account the results of the
SPY and NA20 measurements (Section 5.2).
FLUKA 2000 was also used to transport the
secondaries within the boundaries of the target
box (Section 5.3).
At the second step, the secondaries were

propagated up to the NOMAD detector (located
835 m from the target) using the NOMAD
beam line simulation package, NUBEAM. It was
based on GEANT 3.21 [14] and the 1992 version
of FLUKA, GFLUKA, implemented within it
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(see Ref. [14] and references therein). It therefore
included the effects of energy losses, multiple
scattering, reinteractions and decays. The GFLUKA
meson yields were corrected by the corre-
sponding ratios between FLUKA 2000 and
GFLUKA. In this section we describe the crucial
points of the NUBEAM package—the simulation
of the magnetic field in the horn and reflector
(Section 5.4), the simulation of the beam line
hardware elements and the treatment of reinterac-
tions (Section 5.5), and the simulation of meson
decays (Section 5.6).

5.1. FLUKA in NOMAD

One of the most critical elements in the
prediction of neutrino fluxes is the description of
the yield of particles in p–Be interactions. In the
approach used in this paper the yields were
obtained from a complete Monte Carlo simulation
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Fig. 4. Yields of pþ (left) and p� (right) from p–Be interactions as a

momentum. The predictions of FLUKA 2000 are shown as histograms

number attached to each histogram is the p7 momentum. The secon

Carlo prediction were rescaled to be accommodated on the plot.
based on the FLUKA generator modified to take
into account available experimental data.
FLUKA 2000 was used to simulate the yield of

secondary particles from the interactions of
450 GeV protons on the 100 mm thick Be target
of SPY and NA20. The results of these simulations
were compared to the two sets of particle
production measurements described in Section 4.
The comparison was carried out as a function of
the secondary particle momentum, p; and the
production angle y: It was found [15] that
the yields of secondary p7 and K7 agree with
the experimental data at the level of B20% or
better with only a few exceptions, mostly for
negative kaons or at large momenta; the compar-
ison plots, of which Fig. 4 is an example, can be
found in Ref. [15]. This level of agreement was
considerably better than that obtained with the
generators of hadronic interactions implemented
within GEANT (such as GFLUKA or GHEISHA)
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and led us to choose FLUKA for the simulation of
the primary p–Be interactions.
However, in order to increase further the

accuracy of the Monte Carlo predictions, it was
necessary to modify the FLUKA 2000 yields of
secondary particles in order to take into account
the SPY and NA20 results. The method used for
this adjustment is described in the next section.

5.2. Corrections for SPY and NA20 results

Corrections were introduced by ascribing a
weight to each secondary particle of a given type,
p; and y; generated by FLUKA in the p–Be
interaction. Ideally, the value of the weight would
be obtained as the ratio between the measured rate
and the rate predicted by FLUKA for each
particle type and each p and y: In practice the
amount of available data is limited, in particular
for values of y different from 0� (see Section 4).
The weights were therefore calculated as a func-
tion of particle type and momentum only, aver-
aging over production angles whenever possible.
At 67.5 and 135 GeV=c measurements were avail-
able from both NA20 and SPY. At each momen-
tum they were found to agree within the quoted
errors and, therefore, the average of the two,
weighted according to the statistical errors of the
two measurements, was used.
For those values of p for which angular

measurements were performed (notably at 15 and
40 GeV=c), both the experimental and FLUKA
yields of secondary particles were convoluted with
the WANF angular acceptance functions and then
integrated over all angles measured. The ratio of
these two integrals was defined as the weight at a
given p: For the values of p for which only the
yields in the forward direction ðy ¼ 0�Þ were
measured (mostly below 40 GeV=c) the weights
were simply the ratios of the measured to predicted
yields at 0�: This is justified by the fact that at
these low momenta the dependence of the yield on
the production angle is small below 10 mrad; the
acceptance of the beam line (Fig. 4). These sets of
weights, obtained at discrete momenta, were fitted
to combinations of polynomial functions with
systematic (see Section 7) and statistical errors of
the measurements combined in quadrature and
taken into account in the fits (see Fig. 5 as an
example). The resulting reweighting functions were
then applied on an event-by-event basis, to every
p7; K7; proton and antiproton emerging from the
target rod in which the primary interaction
occurred.
The SPY experiment has measured the K=p

ratios with a much smaller uncertainty than that of
the separate measurements of the K and p yields,
because of partial cancelations of systematic
uncertainties when taking the ratio of yields
measured under similar experimental conditions.
As can be seen in Table 1, the K=p ratios in our
simulations agree with the SPY and NA20 results
within the quoted uncertainties. This can be
considered as an additional test of the validity of
our approach.
Since no measurements of the K0

L and K0
S yields

are available at these energies, they were estimated
from the SPY measurements of Kþ and K� yields
using the ‘‘quark-counting’’ method of Ref. [16].
This relation is:

K0
L ¼ K0

S ¼
Kþ þ ð2n � 1ÞK�

2n
; ð2Þ

where n is the ratio of the u to d structure
functions of the proton evaluated at xR; the ratio
of the kaon energy in the centre of mass to its
maximum possible energy at its pT: These esti-
mates were then used to reweight the FLUKA
2000 yields.
Systematic uncertainties in the prediction of

neutrino fluxes arising from this reweighting
procedure are discussed in Section 7.

5.3. Transport and decays in the target region

Transport of the secondaries within the bound-
aries of the target box, including their possible
decays and reinteractions in the target rods
downstream of the primary interaction vertex
and in the box walls, was handled by FLUKA
2000. The position and momentum vectors of all
the particles emerging from the target box and
reaching the upstream end of the copper collima-
tor (115 cm from the centre of the target) were
saved to a file; their transport, reinteractions and
decays in the beam line downstream of the target
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Table 1

Comparison of the Kþ=pþ ratio predicted by our simulation,

ðKþ=pþÞMC; and the one measured in SPY and NA20,

ðKþ=pþÞdata; for different values of the momentum p and of

the production angle y

p ðGeV=cÞ y (mrad) ðKþ=pþÞMC ðKþ=pþÞdata

15.0 0.0 0:08970:012 0:08370:003
5.0 0:08070:011 0:08170:003
10.0 0:07770:011 0:08170:002

20.0 0.0 0:09670:011 0:09770:002
30.0 0.0 0:11070:011 0:10670:002
40.0 0.0 0:11670:010 0:11070:002

1.9 0:10970:009 0:10470:002
3.8 0:09870:009 0:09270:002
5.6 0:09570:008 0:09270:002
11.3 0:12770:009 0:13270:002

67.5 0.0 0:10770:015 0:10570:001
7.4 0:14170:020 0:14070:003

135.0 0.0 0:10670:015 0:08170:001
2.2 0:11170:015 0:11870:002
3.7 0:13170:017 0:15470:002
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Fig. 5. The reweighting functions for pþ; Kþ; p� and K� obtained from the SPY and NA20 measurements. The points are the weights

calculated for the values of p for which the measurements were made, the curves are the result of fitting them with combinations of

polynomial functions.
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were performed later by NUBEAM in a separate
simulation run.
A small fraction of the overall neutrino flux

is produced directly in the target region. It
comes primarily from the prompt decays of
charmed mesons as well as p7 and K7 decays
(see Section 5.6).

5.4. Magnetic field

An accurate description of the magnetic field in
the horn and the reflector is extremely important
for the prediction of both the major component of
the beam, nm; and its minor components, %nm; ne
and %ne:
The magnetic field in the region between the two

coaxial inner and outer conductors was simulated
according to Eq. (1). The measurements of the
magnetic field in a spare horn (identical to the one
installed in the WANF) revealed no deviations
from the expected behavior. The magnetic field in
the inner conductors of the horn and reflector was
also taken into account, with the current skin
depth calculated using the Fourier transform of
the horn pulses. The radial dependence of the
magnetic field in the horn is shown in Fig. 6.
The maximum value of the field (1:85 T for the
horn and 0:24 T for the reflector) occurs at the
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downstream extremities of both focusing elements,
at the outer surface of the inner conductor.
Transport of the particles in the magnetic field

was performed with the Runge–Kutta method;
special care was taken in optimizing the appro-
priate GEANT tracking medium parameters.
The effect of the horn and of the reflector on

particles of different signs is illustrated in Figs. 7
and 8, which show angular distributions of
positive and negative pions at a plane just
upstream of the horn and immediately down-
stream of it. Upstream of the horn, pions of both
charges emerging from the target have very similar
angular distributions, with the bulk of the particles
within B10 mrad; which is the acceptance of the
collimators. While traversing the horn, positive
pions with momentum around 50 GeV=c are
focused into a near-parallel beam leading to an
overall enhancement at small angles of up to a
factor of 30 (Fig. 7). Negative pions are strongly
defocused resulting in their reduction at small
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angles by as much as a factor of 5 (Fig. 8). The
reflector provides an additional focusing for
positive particles of momentum both higher and
lower than 50 GeV=c that were respectively under-
focused and overfocused by the horn.
Fig. 9 shows again angular distributions of pþ

and p� upstream and downstream of the horn but
now only those pþ that ultimately produce a nm
reaching the NOMAD detector (and p� that give a

%nm) are included. From the left-hand plots it can be
seen that only mesons produced with angles
smaller than B10 mrad can produce neutrinos
that traverse the NOMAD detector. The distribu-
tion of pþ upstream of the horn has two distinct
regions: the first, at small angles, is mainly
populated by high-energy (and hence very for-
ward) pions; the second, at larger angles, by low-
and medium-energy (up to about 100 GeV) pions.
The focusing effect of the horn on pþ (and Kþ) in
the first region is modest; however, it is crucial for
the particles in the second region: their deflection is
such (Fig. 9, top right) that they enter the decay
tunnel and contribute to the nm flux at NOMAD.
The minor component, %nm; of the neutrino flux
comes from the decays of very forward p� and K�

that could not be defocused (Fig. 9, bottom).
Another important source of %nm’s are interactions
in the horn and in material further downstream,
which are discussed in the next section.
Overall, the WANF horn–reflector system

provides more than a factor of four increase in
the nm flux at the NOMAD detector in the relevant
energy range (between 2 and 200 GeV); the
admixture of %nm in the beam is at the same time
reduced from 70% to less than 7%. The reflector
provides an increase of about 25% in the nm flux
compared with the horn-only case.

5.5. Secondary interactions

Reinteractions of secondary particles in the
beam line hardware elements situated downstream
of the target affect the neutrino fluxes. Their
impact on antineutrino components of the beam is
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particularly large since the mesons of the ‘‘wrong’’
sign produced in the secondary interactions down-
stream of the focusing elements are not defocused
and some of them then decay in the decay tunnel.
A fraction of primary protons, which either did
not interact in the target or missed it geometri-
cally, also interacts in the material downstream of
the target resulting in yet another contribution to
neutrino fluxes. Therefore, an accurate description
of the beam line hardware and of the particle
yields from interactions downstream of the target
is essential.
A detailed simulation of all the elements

constituting the WANF beam line (described in
Section 2) was performed. The NUBEAM descrip-
tion of the horn and the reflector included the
insulating spacers, flanges, conductor plates and
water cooling hardware. Special attention was
paid to the simulation of the downstream (and
closest to the beam axis) part of the horn inner
conductor, the neck, since it is traversed by the
large flux of very forward particles, including
primary protons. Cables, screws, bolts and nuts
were approximated by disks of iron of appropriate
thickness. The titanium windows of the helium
bags, as well as the surrounding pipe and flanges,
were included. All measuring devices installed in
the line (ionization chambers and SEMs) were also
simulated. Finally, the entrance window of the
decay tunnel, a system of support rings, the tunnel
walls and the hardware contained in the tunnel
were also included in the simulation.
In the GEANT3 framework, the most suitable

model for the simulation of particle yields from the
secondary hadronic interactions is GFLUKA.
However, the FLUKA package has undergone
significant improvements [17] since the time when
its 1992 version was implemented into GEANT. In
NUBEAM, these improvements were taken into
account by correcting the GFLUKA meson yields
by the corresponding differences between FLUKA
2000 and GFLUKA. Since it was not possible to
implement FLUKA 2000 in GEANT3 and there-
fore in NUBEAM, special simulation runs were
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performed in which the beam line material down-
stream of the target was replaced by a 0.5
interaction length slab of aluminium placed at
the position of the neck of the horn. The thickness
of the slab corresponded to the average amount of
material traversed by secondary particles contri-
buting neutrinos at NOMAD and the position of
the slab to the most likely reinteraction point
along the beam line. Two such special runs were
performed, one with GFLUKA in GEANT3
and one with FLUKA 2000, both runs using as
input the same set of particles, which had the
composition, momentum and angular distributions
of the ones produced in the simulation of p–Be
interactions.
The comparison showed that the yields of

tertiary pþ and p� in FLUKA 2000 were smaller
by about 30% at all energies, whereas those of Kþ;
K� and K0

L were larger by up to 30% at energies
below 30 GeV; these differences had only a very
weak dependence on the production angle. The
corrections obtained were applied on an event-by-
event basis in the standard NUBEAM runs, as
energy-dependent weights to p’s and K’s produced
in secondary interactions. Their net effect was a
reduction of about 10% in the %nm flux at energies
below 15 GeV; and an increase of B5% in the ne
and %ne fluxes (and in the ne=nm ratio) in the same
low energy region.
The effect of the interactions of the incident

protons, which either did not interact in the target
or missed it geometrically, in the hardware down-
stream of the target on the neutrino flux at
NOMAD is illustrated in Fig. 10, which shows
the NUBEAM prediction of the position of the
interaction of the primary protons along the beam
line; only events resulting in a neutrino reaching
the NOMAD detector are included. Similarly to
the secondary interactions, these yields which were
calculated using GFLUKA in NUBEAM were
corrected as a function of meson momentum by
the differences between the FLUKA 2000 and
GFLUKA predictions. About 3% of both the nm’s
and the ne’s at NOMAD were found to originate
from proton interactions downstream of the
target—mainly in the narrowest part of the horn.
The corresponding contribution is larger for the %nm
flux: about 15% of the %nm’s result from proton
interactions downstream of the target. The reason
is that the negatively charged mesons produced in
the neck of the horn or further downstream are
not (or only weakly) defocused and have a larger
probability of entering the decay tunnel compared
with the ‘‘wrong’’ sign mesons produced in the Be
target.
Since the ‘‘parents’’ of neutrinos reaching

NOMAD traverse an amount of material equiva-
lent, on average, to about half an interaction
length, reinteractions play an important role in the
production of the neutrino beam. Secondary
interactions resulting in neutrinos reaching
NOMAD occur mainly in the horn, the collima-
tors and the reflector (Fig. 11). Overall, secondary
interactions in the material downstream of the
target produce about 10% of nm’s, 12% of ne’s and
45% of %nm’s at NOMAD. The energy spectrum of
these neutrinos is significantly softer than the one
of neutrinos produced in the decays of mesons
which did not experience secondary interactions:
the average energies of these two components of
the flux are, respectively, 16.7 and 25:2 GeV for nm
and 19.4 and 39:6 GeV for ne: Since a nm-ne
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oscillation signal would manifest itself as an excess
of ne events at low energies, an accurate descrip-
tion of the material downstream of the target was
crucial to the nm-ne oscillation search.

5.6. Decays

High energy neutrinos are produced in two- and
three-body decays in flight of mainly p7; K7; K0

L;
m7 and charmed mesons. In the default GEANT3,
all decays are treated according to pure phase-
space. We modified the GEANT version used in
NUBEAM to treat semileptonic K7 and K0

L

decays taking into account the V–A structure of
the weak leptonic current and the Ke3 form factors
[18]. Pure V–A muon decays were simulated
assuming that the muon (produced mainly in pion
decays) is fully polarized. Charmed mesons and
strange baryons were added to the GEANT
particle list, with their relevant decay modes and
branching ratios defined according to Ref. [18].
The charmed particles were mainly produced at
the beryllium target and at the hadron filter; their
production cross-section in p–Be interactions was
taken to be 0:45 mb [4]. The contribution from this
source to neutrinos at NOMAD was small: 3.2%
for %ne; 0.6% for ne; 0.1% for %nm and negligible
for nm:
In order to generate a sufficient number of

neutrino events in a reasonable time, the decay of
each particle with a neutrino among its decay
products was repeated 100 times; each time the
decay mode was randomly chosen according to the
branching ratios and the kinematics of the decay
generated anew. It was shown that this procedure
does not lead to any significant bias once the total
number of generated events is large; the effect of
this procedure on statistical errors of Monte Carlo
distributions was also studied and appropriately
taken into account.

6. Beam composition

The spectra of the four principal neutrino
species, nm; %nm; ne and %ne; and of their components,
predicted by the simulation described above, are
shown in Fig. 12. The average energies and the
relative abundances of the four neutrino species, as
well as the relative contributions to the neutrino
fluxes from p7; K7 and other sources and their
average energies, are listed in Table 2. We can
summarize them as follows:

* The nm neutrinos are primarily produced via
two-body decays of pþ (90.4% of nm) and Kþ

(9.5%), with much smaller contributions from
other sources (K0

L; m
�; charmed hadrons, etc.).

Neutrinos from pion decays dominate the nm
spectrum up to B60 GeV; whereas those from
Kþ decays dominate beyond this energy.

* Similar to nm; the %nm neutrinos are primarily
produced via decays of p� (84.0% of %nm) and
K� (12.8%). Compared to nm; a larger fraction
of %nm comes from K0

L; m
þ; and charmed hadron

decays since these particles are not affected by
the defocusing of the horn and reflector. The
K�=p� ratio being smaller than the Kþ=pþ

ratio, the %nm from K� only start to dominate the

%nm spectrum at about 70 GeV: The %nm flux is
6.8% that of the nm:

* Four decays contribute to the ne flux. The main
contribution is from Kþ-p0eþne (68.0% of ne),
followed by the K0

L-p�eþne (17.8%), muon
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Table 2

Composition of the neutrino beam and its various species

n species Flux Source

pþ or p� Kþ or K� K0
L mþ or m�

Abundance /EnS % /EnS % /EnS % /EnS % /EnS

nm 1.0 24.3 90.4 19.1 9.5 73.0 0.1 26.8 o0.1 11.4

%nm 0.0678 17.2 84.0 13.8 12.8 38.1 1.9 26.9 1.2 17.0

ne 0.0102 36.4 — — 68.0 41.8 17.8 30.3 13.6 16.8

%ne 0.0027 27.6 — — 25.1 22.8 68.2 30.4 3.5 11.1
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decays (13.6%) and charmed hadron and
hyperon decays (0.6%). The ne flux relative to
nm in the absence of nm-ne oscillations is
expected to be about 1.0% when integrated
over all energies and 0.5% below 20 GeV:

* The principal source of %ne is the K0
L-pþe� %ne

decay, accounting for about 68% of %ne: The
other sources of %ne are: K�-p0e� %ne ðE25%Þ;
charmed hadron decays (3.2%), and a small
contribution from m�: The %ne flux relative to nm
is about 0.3%.
7. Systematic uncertainties

As explained in Section 5, neutrinos in the beam
originate from the decay of mesons produced
through four different mechanisms: proton–Be
interactions in the target, proton interactions
downstream of the target in material other than
beryllium, reinteractions of particles in the target
and reinteractions of particles downstream of the
target. The systematic uncertainties on the yields
of particles from proton–Be interactions in the
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target are described in Section 7.1. The uncertain-
ties arising from the yields of particles in interac-
tions other than proton–Be are described in
Section 7.2. Other sources of systematic uncertain-
ties, such as those arising from the position of the
beam relative to the target and from the propaga-
tion of secondary mesons through the WANF
beam line, are described in Section 7.3. The
summary of uncertainties is given in Section 7.4.

7.1. Uncertainty on the yields of particles from

p–Be interactions

The main source of the systematic uncertainties
in the prediction of the ne=nm ratio was due to the
uncertainty on the yields of secondary particles
from p–Be interactions. This was estimated in two
steps. First the overall relative systematic uncer-
tainty, D; on the reweighting function of each
particle type yielding neutrinos was estimated.
This uncertainty was particle type and momentum
dependent. Then, the effect of D on each neutrino
species and on the ne=nm ratio was computed.
The first step in the calculation of D was to

identify the systematic uncertainties of SPY and
NA20 that did not cancel in the ne=nm ratio,
namely those due to the particle selection efficiency
and identification, the particle-dependent losses
along the spectrometer, the particle decays, and
the stability of the intensity of the proton beam
and of its position relative to the target. The ones
that did cancel amounted to 1.8% and were
removed from the published SPY and NA20
systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertain-
ties were combined in quadrature with the
statistical uncertainties of the measurements. The
relative error on the reweighting function arising
from this source is referred to as D1:
Table 3

The values of D1; D2 and D (described in the text) for pþ; at differen

p ðGeV=cÞ 7 10 15 20

ðD1Þstat 0.010 0.010 0.003 0.003

ðD1Þsyst 0.096 0.079 0.098 0.078

D2 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.007

D 0.097 0.080 0.098 0.078
The uncertainty arising from using a single,
angle-independent, correction for each momentum
and particle type, D2; was estimated as follows.
For those values of momentum p for which
angular scans were available, the uncertainty was
estimated as the root mean square deviation
between the individual angular measurements
available at that p and the results of a single-
valued reweighting obtained from these measure-
ments as described in Section 5.2. For values
of p at which only the 0� angle was measured,
mostly below 40 GeV=c; the uncertainty was taken
to be the difference between the 0� point and the
single-valued reweighting at the angular scan
nearest in momentum. This is justified by the fact
that, as was noted in Section 5.2, at these low
momenta the dependence of the yield on the
production angle is small below 10 mrad: For
each momentum and particle type, D1 and D2

were combined in quadrature, to give D; the error
used in the fits described in Section 5.2. As an
example the values of D1; D2 and D for pþ are
given in Table 3.
The systematic uncertainty on the neutrino flux

predictions at NOMAD arising from D and from
the use of a fit to interpolate between the discrete
experimental measurements of SPY and NA20
was then evaluated as follows:
�

t valu

30

0.

0.

0.

0.
The distributions of neutrinos at NOMAD
were generated using NUBEAM and the
values of the reweighting functions obtained
using the fits as described in Section 5.2.
�
 These neutrinos were separated into classes
defined by the species of the neutrino and by
the type of its parent particle emerging from
the target rod in which the primary interaction
occurred. For each such class a fine-binned
two-dimensional histogram of the parent
es of the momentum p

40 67.5 135 225

005 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005

057 0.046 0.051 0.062 0.065

014 0.020 0.089 0.056 0.091

059 0.050 0.103 0.084 0.112
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Representative values of the energy-dependent systematic
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particle momentum versus the neutrino
energy was filled.
uncertainty Dn at selected values of neutrino energy E; for
�

each of the four neutrino species and for the ne=nm ratio

E (GeV) 10 30 50 70 100 130
Three thousand ‘‘simulated experiments’’
were then performed. Each such experiment
consisted of the following steps:
n 0.017 0.016 0.028 0.038 0.055 0.065
3

m

%nm 0.007 0.007 0.015 0.018 0.027 0.036

ne 0.021 0.011 0.016 0.025 0.050 0.080

%ne 0.030 0.011 0.022 0.031 0.040 0.055

ne=nm 0.025 0.020 0.030 0.038 0.057 0.065
The discrete values of the weights were
modified at random about their central
values according to Gaussians with D as
standard deviations and the fits repeated.
This resulted in a new particle production
prediction for p7; K7; protons and
antiprotons.
3
 The normalizations of the Kþ and K� fits
were further modified at random accord-
ing to a Gaussian of 1.2% width to take
into account the uncertainty in the Ke3

branching ratio [18].

3
 The K0

L and K0
S predictions were also

recalculated by using the new Kþ and K�

predictions into the quark-counting for-
mula (2) together with an additional
uncertainty generated at random accord-
ing to a Gaussian with a standard
deviation of 15% (the uncertainty in the
accuracy of the formula).
3
 The content of each bin of the two-
dimensional class histograms was mod-
ified by the ratio of the new fit to the
central fit evaluated for the parent parti-
cle type and at the momentum of that bin.
3
 By summing the class histogram bins over
the parent particle momentum and type, a
new energy-dependent flux prediction at
NOMAD was obtained for each neutrino
species.
3
 In order to separate the uncertainty into
an energy-dependent uncertainty and a
normalization uncertainty, the new inte-
gral flux of each neutrino species was
compared to the integral flux obtained
with the central fit. The ratio of these two
integrals, N ; was used to renormalize the
integral flux of the simulated experiment
to that of the central fit.
3
 Finally, the energy-dependent prediction
of the ne=nm flux ratio was also obtained,
as well as the ratio, Nem; of the ne and nm
normalization factors.
�
 Repeating the simulated experiment 3000
times resulted in:

(1)
 an envelope of predictions for each

neutrino species and for the ne=nm ratio
from which the energy-dependent sys-
tematic uncertainty, Dn; was extracted.
At any energy it was taken as the r.m.s.
width of the envelope at that energy.
Representative values of Dn are listed in
Table 4.
(2)
 the distributions of the 3000 values of N

for each neutrino species and for Nem:
They are shown in Fig. 13. Their standard
deviations, 0.029 for nm; 0.017 for %nm;
0.035 for ne; 0.060 for %ne and 0.036 for
ne=nm; were used as the normalization
uncertainty for each species and for the
ne=nm ratio. Note that due to correlations
between the origins of nm and ne fluxes,
the uncertainty on the ne=nm ratio is
smaller than would be expected from the
uncertainties on the individual nm and ne
fluxes. The standard deviation is smaller
for %nm than for nm because this uncertainty
only refers to nm and %nm originating from
mesons produced directly in the target
and, as explained in Section 5.5, the
fraction of %nm at NOMAD from this
source is smaller than the corresponding
one from nm:
The small contribution to the systematic uncer-
tainty arising from the yields of particles other
than pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons
(referred to as ‘‘others’’)—which included, among
other things, the contribution from a conservative
uncertainty of 50% assigned to the production
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Fig. 13. Distributions of N for each of the four neutrino species and for the ne=nm ratio.
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cross-section of charmed mesons—was also sub-
divided into a normalization and an energy-
dependent component. They were combined in
quadrature with the standard deviations of N (and
Nem) and with Dn; respectively. Finally, the
common systematic uncertainty of 1.8% that had
been removed from the SPY and NA20 results was
recombined in quadrature with the normalization
uncertainties of the individual neutrino flavours
resulting in the normalization uncertainties from
the yields of secondary particles from the ber-
yllium target shown in the first line of Table 5.
In order to check the effect of the functional

form used in the fits to the SPY/NA20 points,
different order polynomials were tried. The result-
ing envelope of 3000 simulated experiments was
essentially the same as the original one and
therefore no additional uncertainty was assigned
from this source.

7.2. Systematic uncertainties from the yields of

particles in interactions other than p–Be

As described in Section 5, the interactions of
protons downstream of the target, the reinterac-
tions of particles downstream of the target and the
reinteractions of particles in the target were treated
by FLUKA 2000, in the first two cases by
correcting the GFLUKA estimates by the ratio
between FLUKA 2000 and GFLUKA and in the
third case by treating them directly with FLUKA
2000. The yields of mesons from these three
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Table 5

Summary of energy-independent relative systematic uncertainties in the nm; %nm; ne and %ne fluxes and in the ne=nm ratio. The energy-

dependent uncertainties are shown in Fig. 14

Source of uncertainty nm %nm ne %ne ne=nm

Yields of secondary particles 0.034 0.029 0.039 0.064 0.036

Proton interaction downstream of target 0.002 0.024 0.003 0.013 0.003

Reinteractions of secondary particles 0.014 0.070 0.017 0.067 0.018

Beam position and divergence 0.056 0.021 0.058 0.035 0.002

Horn current 0.004 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.005

Field in inner conductor 0.004 0.026 0.011 0.016 0.007

Amount of material 0.012 0.022 0.007 0.012 0.005

Horn misalignment 0.002 0.006 0.007 0.012 0.005

Collimator misalignment 0.003 0.020 0.008 0.013 0.005

Total 0.068 0.091 0.074 0.103 0.042
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sources could not be corrected by the reweighting
factors obtained from the SPY and NA20 mea-
surements since these experiments did not mea-
sure proton interactions in materials other than
beryllium nor interactions of particles other than
protons. However the reweighting factors dis-
cussed in Section 5.2 were used to estimate the
uncertainty on the neutrino fluxes from these three
sources as explained below.
For each produced meson type two quantities

were defined on the basis of the reweighting factors
shown in Fig. 5. Dmax was the maximum deviation
from unity of the reweighting factor between 20
and 100 GeV=c and Dave was the average deviation
from unity in the same momentum range. Dmax

was 10.0%, 15.0%, 17.0%, 27.0%, 26.6% and
15.0% for pþ; Kþ; p�; K�; K0

L and ‘‘others’’,
respectively. The corresponding values for Dave

were 5.8%, 4.0%, 15.3%, 26.5%, 22.6% and
10.0%.

* Proton interactions downstream of the beryllium

target. The momentum spectrum of each meson
type resulting from these interactions was
modified by Dave for this meson type. The effect
of this modification on the integral flux of each
neutrino flavour was calculated. The effects
from all meson types were added in quadrature
and were included as a normalization error on
each neutrino flavour and on the ne=nm ratio
(line 2 of Table 5). Since these neutrinos
affected the overall neutrino spectra similarly
at all energies, the error was included wholly as
a normalization error.

* Reinteractions in the beryllium target and down-

stream of the target. These two sources were
treated separately but their errors were added
linearly since they are correlated. The contribu-
tions of these sources to the overall neutrino
fluxes are very energy dependent and therefore
the uncertainties were split into a normalization
and an energy-dependent part. The normal-
ization uncertainty was calculated in the same
way as for proton interactions downstream of
the target and is shown in line 3 of Table 5. For
the energy-dependent part, Dave was subtracted
in quadrature from Dmax; yielding Dedep; result-
ing in values of Dedep of 8.1%, 14.5%, 7.4%,
5.2%, 14.0% and 11.2% for pþ; Kþ; p�; K�;
K0

L and ‘‘others’’, respectively. The momentum
spectrum of each meson type resulting from
these reinteractions was then modified by Dedep

and the effect of this modification was propa-
gated to the energy spectrum of each neutrino
flavour and to the ne=nm ratio. The effect of all
meson types on each neutrino flavour and on
the ratio were combined in quadrature and were
included as an energy-dependent uncertainty.

7.3. Systematic uncertainties: other sources
* Position and angular divergence of the proton

beam. The 71s uncertainty in the position of
the beam relative to the target (measured by the
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beam scanner described in Section 3.1) was
70:25 mm: The effect of this uncertainty on the
normalization uncertainties (listed in line 4 of
Table 5) amounted to 5.6% on nm and 5.8% on
ne: It also produced an energy-dependent error
of up to 2.3% on the ne=nm ratio. The effect of
the uncertainty on the angular divergence of the
beam on neutrino fluxes was found to be
negligible.

All subsequent uncertainties were included as
normalization uncertainties.

* Magnetic field in the horn and the reflector. The
effect of the uncertainty in the magnetic field of
the focusing elements on neutrino fluxes was
studied by varying the nominal current value
used in the simulation by 72%, the tolerance
limit of the on-line control system, and noting
the corresponding changes in the neutrino
fluxes at NOMAD. These changes were 0.4%
for nm; 0.1% for ne and 0.5% for ne=nm: We also
studied the effect of the uncertainties in the
knowledge of the magnetic field inside the inner
conductor of the horn; the numbers obtained
were 0.4% for nm; 1.1% for ne and 0.7%
for ne=nm:

* Inaccuracies in the simulation of the beam line

elements. The size of these inaccuracies was
estimated by studying the differences between
the measured and predicted spectra of %nmCC
and %neCC events, which are the most sensitive
to the secondary interactions in the beam
elements (see Section 5.5). We found that the
amount of material possibly missing in the
simulation of the beam line does not exceed
the equivalent of a slab of aluminium 1 cm
thick, located downstream of the focusing
elements. Increasing the amount of material in
the beam line by this amount in the Monte
Carlo simulation changed the expected nm flux
by 1.2%, the ne flux by 0.7%, and the ne=nm
ratio by 0.5%.

* Misalignment of the beam line elements. We
have studied the effects of possible misalign-
ments of the horn and of the aluminium
collimator. The upper limits on the misalign-
ment of the horn, 1 mm in the horizontal and
1 mm in the vertical direction, were obtained by
comparing the measured spatial distribution of
nmCC events with the results of several Monte
Carlo simulations for various horn displace-
ments with respect to its ideal position. The
effect of this uncertainty on neutrino fluxes was
0.2% for nm; 0.7% for ne and 0.5% for ne=nm:
The uncertainty in the collimator position
(3 mm in both horizontal and vertical direc-
tions) gave rise to a 0.3% uncertainty in the nm
flux, 0.8% in the ne flux and 0.5% in the ne=nm
ratio.

7.4. Summary of systematic uncertainties

The overall energy-dependent uncertainties are
shown in Fig. 14 for the four neutrino species and
in Fig. 15 for the ne=nm ratio. The normaliza-
tion systematic uncertainties are summarized in
Table 5.
It should be noted that the normalization

uncertainties of the nm and ne components of the
beam could be reduced significantly through a
better knowledge of the beam position or through
the use of a wider target that would minimize the
number of protons missing it.
8. NOMAD apparatus and running conditions

8.1. Detector

The NOMAD detector [1] consisted of a
number of subdetectors most of which were
located inside a large dipole magnet delivering a
field of 0:4 T: The direction of the field was
horizontal and perpendicular to the neutrino
beam.
An array of scintillator counters, V ; covered the

front face of the magnet and was used to veto
interactions caused by muons accompanying the
neutrino beam. An active target consisting of 132
planes of drift chambers [19] of 3� 3 m2 occupied
the upstream part of the magnet. The fiducial mass
of 2:7 tons was provided by the walls of the drift
chambers. The average density of the active target
of 0:1 g=cm3 was low enough to allow accurate
measurements of the individual particles produced
in the neutrino interactions and to minimize their
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Fig. 14. Total energy-dependent uncertainties on the yields of each of the four neutrino species. The energy-independent uncertainties

are listed in Table 5.
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Fig. 15. Total energy-dependent uncertainty on the ne=nm ratio.
The energy-independent uncertainty is given in Table 5.
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reinteractions. The momentum resolution for an
average track length of 1:5 m was 4% at 1 GeV=c

rising to 15% at 50 GeV=c:
The chambers were followed by nine transition
radiation (TRD) modules [20] for electron–pion
discrimination. Each module consisted of a radia-
tor of polypropylene foils followed by a detection
plane of straw tubes. The TRD yielded a pion
rejection factor of 1000 for an electron efficiency of
90% in the momentum range 1–50 GeV=c: Two
scintillation counter trigger planes [21], T1 and T2;
bracketed the TRD.
A lead glass array [22] was located at the end of

the magnet. It measured the energies and direc-
tions of photons and electrons with a resolution of

DE=E ¼ ð1:0470:01Þ%

þ ð3:2270:07Þ%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðGeVÞ

p
: ð3Þ

It was preceded by a preshower consisting of
a 1.6 X3 lead plate followed by two planes of
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proportional tubes. It was used for better
photon localization and for further electron–pion
discrimination.
An iron-scintillator hadronic calorimeter was

located outside the magnet and was followed by
two stations of drift chambers for muon identifica-
tion. The first station was located after 113 cm of
iron and the second after an additional 80 cm of
iron. This allowed identification of muons with
momentum larger than 2:5 GeV=c:
With the detectors described above, NOMAD

had excellent electron and muon identification and
therefore could reconstruct and identify nmCC;
%nmCC; neCC and %neCC interactions.

8.2. Running conditions

NOMAD collected data from 1995 to 1998. The
main trigger, %V � T1 � T2; consisted of a coin-
cidence between signals from the two trigger
planes in the absence of a signal in the entrance
veto detector. It was designed to record interac-
tions of neutral particles in the target. Most of the
running, a total exposure of 5:1� 1019 protons on
target (p.o.t.), was in neutrino mode and yielded
about 1:3� 106 nmCC interactions. Some data,
amounting to 0:44� 1019 p.o.t., were also col-
lected in antineutrino mode (reverse polarity in the
horn and reflector) and some, 0:04� 1019 p.o.t., in
zero-focusing mode (with the horn and reflector
switched off); these data were used mostly to check
the beam line simulation. In particular, the ability
of our simulation programs to reproduce the
energy spectra of neutrinos of different species at
all three settings of the horn demonstrated that the
magnetic field of the horn and the material in the
beam line were well simulated.
2The %neCC spectrum can be shown since, even if there were

oscillations within the allowed parameter space, their effect

would not be very visible in this spectrum given that the

intrinsic %nm=%ne ratio of the beam is four times smaller than the

intrinsic nm=ne ratio (Table 2) and given the limited antineutrino
statistics.
9. Comparison with data

The results of our simulations of neutrino fluxes
were compared with the data collected in NO-
MAD. For this purpose we have generated large
samples of nm; %nm; ne and %ne interactions in the
NOMAD detector according to the energy spectra
and radial distributions calculated for each neu-
trino species. Our event generator included deep-
inelastic, quasi-elastic and resonance events, and
was complemented by a full simulation of the
detector response based on GEANT 3.21 [14]. A
detailed description of the NOMAD simulation is
given in Ref. [2]. The energy of the hadronic
system produced in a neutrino interaction was
reduced [23] by 8.3% in the Monte Carlo in order
to account for losses in the data not very well
described by our detector simulation.
Two sets of selection criteria were applied to

both the data and the Monte Carlo events. The
first set of cuts selected events with a prompt
isolated muon in the final state; depending on the
sign of the muon, these events were classified as
nmCC or %nmCC interactions. The second set of cuts
selected events with a prompt isolated electron or
positron (and no muon); these events were
classified as neCC and %neCC interactions, respec-
tively. The non-prompt background contamina-
tions, mainly from pion and kaon decays in the
muon sample and from photon conversions in
the electron sample, were evaluated and taken into
account. Including the small contribution from
the wrong charge assignment to the lepton, the
fractions of background amounted to 0.1% for
nmCC; 15.2% for %nmCC; 2.3% for neCC and 32.2%
for %neCC samples for the neutrino mode. A
detailed description of the selection of events used
in the comparison can be found in Ref. [23]. The
summary of all available data samples is given in
Table 6.
In Fig. 16 we show the comparison between the

measured and the predicted neutrino energy
spectra for nmCC; %nmCC and %neCC events in
neutrino mode. The corresponding comparison
for neCC interactions cannot be shown here as it
has been the subject of a search for nm-ne
oscillations using a ‘‘blind’’ analysis;2 it is dis-
cussed in a separate paper [23]. The neutrino
energy was approximated by the ‘‘visible energy’’,
defined as the sum of the energies of the charged
lepton and of the hadrons observed in the final
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state. Since the main purpose of this detailed
prediction of neutrino fluxes is the study of nm-ne
oscillations using the ne=nm ratio, it was sufficient
to normalize the Monte Carlo distribution of
nmCC events to the number of nmCC events in the
data. Hence, only the shape of the nmCC distribu-
tions can be compared; nonetheless it is note-
worthy that the shape of the nmCC energy
spectrum is predicted to better than 2% up to
150 GeV: For the normalization of %nmCC and
Table 6

Number of observed nmCC; %nmCC; neCC and %neCC events after

selection cuts, in neutrino, antineutrino, and zero-focusing

modes

nmCC %nmCC neCC %neCC

Neutrino mode 830,535 27,646 — 1,446

Antineutrino mode 8,176 26,996 245 267

Zero-focusing mode 1,661 534 35 10
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Fig. 16. Left: neutrino energy spectra for the data (points with error

(middle) and %neCC (bottom) interactions in neutrino mode. Right: rat

three neutrino species. The errors shown are statistical only.
%neCC simulated events we use the relative %nm=nm
and %ne/nm abundances predicted by our simulation.
Therefore both the number of events and the shape
of the spectra can be compared. The comparison
shows that the results of our simulations are in
very good agreement with the data. The only
statistically significant difference between the data
and the Monte Carlo predictions is a difference of
up to about 8% in the expected number of %nmCC
events; this difference is smaller than the estimated
uncertainty of our %nm flux predictions. Both the
shape and the total number of %neCC events are
well reproduced. This confirms the validity of our
description of the yields of K0

L (the principal
source of %ne) and of our estimates of the back-
ground contamination from processes other than

%neCC interactions.
The comparison between the measured and the

predicted neutrino energy spectra for nmCC; %nmCC;
neCC and %neCC events in antineutrino mode is
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shown in Fig. 17. Similarly, the comparison
between the data and the Monte Carlo for zero-
focusing mode is shown in Fig. 18. The Monte
Carlo distributions of the most abundant neutrino
flavour in each data-taking mode (%nm in antineu-
trino and nm in zero-focusing) are again normal-
ized to the total number of corresponding events in
the data; the predicted distributions of all other
species are normalized using their relative abun-
dances predicted by our simulation. The good
agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo
is an important confirmation of the validity of the
beam line simulation.
Finally, Fig. 19 shows the comparison between

the measured and the simulated radial distribu-
tions of the neutrino interaction vertex for nmCC
and %nmCC events in neutrino mode. The radial
position of each interaction was calculated with
respect to the nominal beam axis. The predictions
agree with the data to better than 5%. Both the
energy and the radial dependence of the ne=nm ratio
are used in the search for nm-ne oscillations,
substantially increasing the sensitivity of the search.
10. Prediction of the me=ml ratio

The most probing test of this beam simulation is
the prediction of the ne=nm ratio, which is shown in
Fig. 20. The corresponding NOMAD data will be
shown in a forthcoming paper, Ref. [23], on the
search for nm-ne oscillations.
11. Conclusions

A detailed simulation of the WANF neutrino
beam has been developed by the NOMAD
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collaboration in order to predict the flavour
content of this beam. The simulation was based
on particle yields calculated using the FLUKA
package. These yields were adapted to agree with
the data of the NA20 and SPY particle production
experiments. The fluxes of the four neutrino
flavours at NOMAD were predicted with an
overall uncertainty of about 8% for nm and ne;
10% for %nm; and 12% for %ne (energy-dependent and
normalization errors combined).
The main purpose of this detailed simulation

was the prediction of the ne=nm ratio for the search
for nm-ne oscillations. The energy-dependent
uncertainty achieved on this prediction ranges
from 4% to 7% whereas its normalization
uncertainty is 4.2%.
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